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50 milufs to c.omplete this tesi. Each participant may bring one 8.5" x ll " nvo-siiled sheet ofpaper
g any informationfrom any source. Each participant may bring a metric rule4 a protractori 

"7i 
ory kind of.r-.t--^l --l- -t-t 7 ---m-graphing) calculator, but no other resources. If fo, do not know oi onr*"r; try yoar^best and guess. There are

points off.for wrong answers. There is partial credit.

1. When does active and passive sensing oicur?

2- What is a blackbody and what happens when a blackbody is at a gniform temperature?

3. Explain what each acronym stands for and what it does:
Radar-

LIDAR.

TM.

ETM+ -

MSS-

MODIS-

CERES-

SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide-Field-of View Sensor)-



4. What is Albedo?

5. LIDAR can use light to image objects,

6. Why was EVI created?

7. Which type of radiometer can be used by both principles and among multiple wavelengths?

A: Microwavri Radiometer
B. Crooks Radiometer
C. Nichols Radiometer
D. MEMS Radiometer
E. MSME Radiometer

9a. What are the main gases along with their contribution to greenhouse effect?

A. Water-Vapor 5-20yo,Orone"3 -4o/o,Methane 2!-4}yo,Carbon Dioxide 40-65%

B. Water-Vapor 25-40yo, Ozone 3-4yo,Methane 5-20oA, Carbon Dioxide 40-65%

C. Nitrogen Oxide z-syo,Ozone 5-6yo,Methane 25-40yo, Carbon Dioxide 40'65%
D. Water:Vapor 36-7\yo, Ozone 3-Tyo,Methane 4-9yo, Carbon Dioxide 9-26%

E. Water-Vapor 36-70Yo,Ozone 3-l0Yo, Methane 4-l2o/o, CarbonDioxide 9-28%



the importanle of Water,vapor in terms of climate and climate change.
a,

10. A passiVe sensor detects light reflected or transmitted from which of the following

A. The sun
B. Cities (i.e. electric lights, etc.)
C. Itself
D. (a) and (b)
E. All of the above

11. Which is not an instrument used in remote sensing?
A. TM
B. ETM+
C. HM
D. MSS
E. RAR

12. The following is hypothetical data from the MODIS sensor. Calculate NDVI, EVI, and
show your work, including equations.

Band Bandwidth Ref]-ectance
1 620-670 nm 0.16
2 841-8?6 nm 0 .3?
3 459-479 run 0.1L
4 545-565 nm 0.08
5 7230-1250 nra 0.37
6 1528-1652 nm 0.52
7 2105-2155 nm 0 .54

Use the following constants in your.calculations: Cl: 6, C2:7.5, G:2.5,L: I



Which resuh is likely to:be the most accurate, NDVI or EVI?

14. Sulfur'aerosols: 
:

A. can result in global dimming
B. can result in global cooling
C. are only released into the atmosphere in large quantities by humans

D.AandBonly
E.BandConly

15. Black carbon is an aerosol that can:

A. decrease the albedo of the atmosphere

B. decrease the albedo of ice

C. result in surface cooling
D.AandConly
E. All of the above

16. The A-Train is a system of satellites in what type of orbit?

A. Sun-synchronous
B. Geosynchronous
C. Geostationary
D. High Earth

17. Name the satellites in the A-Train that are active:



An object with'q a larger
to the radar's energy. and,con?pbsition of a more material will

relatively more backscattered energy to the radar set.
;

19. What dete0ts solar radiation reflected or scattered from the earth, forming images
resembling photographs taken by a camera high up in space?

20. Describe Wien's law?

21. What is bealn attenuation and how does it occur?

22 (Tiebreaker). What types of waves are used by active and passive sensors?

facing



23. Which of thp following describes external forcing? (Choose two answer choices) \
a. Changes in the Sun and its ou@ut, flre Earth's iotation rate, Sun-Earth g.o-.oy, una tN

slowly changing orbit
b. High frequency forcing of the slow components by the more rapidly varying atnosphere
c. Slow variations intemal to the components
d. coupled variations: Interactions between the components
e. Chung"s in the basic composition of the atnosphere and ocean from natural (e.g.,

volcanoes) or human activities

24. Discuss the importance of the troposphere and stratosphere in relation to climate and
climate change.

?,.i


